Disclaimer
Subject to change
The information in this Lite Paper is subject to change and therefore should not be
construed as a commitment, promise, or guarantee by the Operon Origins. The same
applies to any other individual or organisation mentioned in this lite paper relating to the
future availability of services, in reference to the use of the tokens or their future
performance or value.

Financial disclaimer
The Content is for informational purposes only. You should not construe any such
information or other material as legal, tax, investment, financial, or other advice. Nothing
contained in the Lite Paper constitutes a solicitation, recommendation, endorsement, or
offer by Operon Origins or any third-party service provider to buy or sell any securities or
other financial instruments- in this or any other jurisdiction in which such solicitation or
offer would be unlawful under the security laws of such jurisdiction.

Introduction

Operon Metaverse
Operon Origins is a GameFi NFT collectable card game which is to be built by a AAA
game studio, Juego, to revolutionise the digital collectable card game industry by
merging traditional gaming industry quality standards with blockchain integrations.
Operon Origins aims to revolutionise the collectable card game industry by introducing
accessible and challenging gameplay surrounding high-quality NFTs. By pushing the
boundaries of competitive NFT games, Operon Origin is a unique opportunity to discover
the Operon Metaverse. There are multiple problems within the current blockchain gaming
industry. One of these is the incredibly high financial and complex barriers of blockchain
games. Operon Origins aims to lower these barriers drastically with an intuitive ecosystem
design that focuses on fairness and accessibility.
Operon Origins is an evergrowing massive multiplayer journey for the player, with over 250
chapters to complete allowing dozens of hours of dynamic gameplay. Players can
discover the Operon Metaverse while preparing for their upcoming adventures. By utilising
a Play-to-Earn mechanism, players get rewarded for their input and playing the game.
Operon Origins utilises visually astonishing NFTs that are tradeable on the Operon Origins
NFT marketplace. The ownership of the NFT lies in the hands of the player. Hence, the
player is free to transfer, trade, or collect these NFTs.

GameFi is inaccessible

Expensive

Blockchain games are notoriously expensive, which
is a real barrier for non-crypto currency gamers.
Traditional gamers are a significant group of
potential investors and consumers. Operon Origins
aims to make their game accessible, whereby cards
are accessible through zORO tokens obtained by
playing the game.

Unfair

Blockchain games tend to have ecosystem designs
that promote inequality by several ambiguous
gameplay features-Operon Origins advocates for a
fair game, whereby players are not necessarily
underpowered owing to financial constraints.

The future of video games
The gaming industry is one of the biggest global entertainment industries, with an
estimated valuation of 173.70 billion USD and with an expected valuation of over 300
billion USD in 2026. The industry is one of the quickest growing global industries, with an
expected compound annual growth rate of 9.64% in the upcoming five years (Mordor
Intelligence).
The GameFi industry, tightly linked with
the NFT industry, is one of the most
popular industries within the
cryptocurrency space. Multiple
influential traditional gaming studios,
such as Electronic Arts and Ubisoft,
actively engage with NFTs and
blockchain concepts. The GameFi
industry has seen tremendous growth
over the last few months, with
cryptocurrency games having more
than 1 million unique players a month.
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Story
The story of Operon Origins begins 10,000 years in the future. With time, the human DNA
has evolved and created superhumans, the Operons. The Operons are genetically
modified humans with inhuman destructive power. The Operons are divided into four
powerful affinities: Earth, Fire, Ice, and Magic. The affinities are the driving force of
Operons and divide them into powerful pacts.
The Operons are battle-hardened through their previous experiences or sorrowful
backgrounds. While every tale is different, the objective for every Operon is the same:
Being the ruler of the Operon Metaverse. The Operon Metaverse is chaotic, with Operons
battling for prestige and supremacy to ensure that their affinity thrives.

Prince Xion
A descendant of the early rulers of the realm, when the newest
Operon evolutions emerged. Xion’s pride makes him believe that he
is the Alpha and the Omega of the entire Operon Metaverse.
Dawning a dark cape and riding his dragon, Grekherus, Prince Xion is
one of the most powerful Operons in the metaverse.

Sheena
Sheena was raised as the daughter of King Kyron and Queen Sirius,
the rulers of the Mahagama Forests. Her biological parents are
unknown, as she was abandoned on the outskirts of the forest during
a new moon. Sheena is a proficient archer and is seen as the most
infallible and skilled marksman of the Operon Metaverse. She can
take out any opponent with her deadly and impeccable aim.

catress
Not just a pretty face, she is feisty and dangerous with her nails
and daggers. Catress is one of the fastest to destroy enemies and
comes from a genetically evolved feline generation of Operons.

Jack
Cowboys are not your typical Operon - they possess an incredible
accuracy that makes them the perfect marksman, with any
projectile-based weapon. On the outside, Jack looks like your
typical cowboy, biting on a toothpick and never losing a fast draw
duel to anyone. But inside, he is fiercely loyal to those around him,
and will always stand on the side of justice and right.

Wrath Saber
Saber of Justice, who descends his wrath upon the evil, Wrath
Saber is the antagonist who values others above himself. Gifted
with a magical Saber, he has one of the highest attack statistics in
the game and can destroy an entire team of creatures.

Gray
Were the werewolf Operon born as an animal or a human? No one
really knows - but straddling the murky line between the two
worlds has given Gray a refreshingly-rounded worldview and
logical understanding of survival and society. Wise beyond his
gruff canine exterior, and exceeding the peak conditioning capable
by any human being, Gray is the perfect specimen of a werewolf.

Glinter
The noblest one from a tribe of mech-like Operons, Glinter is kind,
big-hearted and loyal to a fault. No-one knows if these robot Operons
were birthed, created, or dropped in from another world - but what is
in no doubt, is how this little (compared to other mech Operon)
companion will stay with you until your last moment, defending you
with his built-in artillery and flight gear.

Gameplay
Operon Origins is a collectable card game, whereby players can collect NFTs and utilise
these to battle with other players in a lively metaverse. Players can complete over 250
chapters, which allows for dozens of hours of dynamic and challenging gameplay. By
adding new content, features and NFTs, Operon Origins will continuously evolve and
grow, and this dynamic aspect will allow players to experience high-octane battles and
epic adventures.
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Affinity
Operons are divided into four affinities: Fire, Earth, Ice, and Magic. Each affinity has its
strengths and weaknesses, by means of which affinities can counter each other and
strike mercilessly. The affinities are one of the strategic and authentic elements of Operon
Origins. Players can strategise their set of Operons based on their affinities and the
expected affinities of their opponents.
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Ecosystem

NFT’s distribution
The collectable NFTs of Operon Origins are categorised by rarity. The strength of the
NFT is influenced by its rarity; therefore, NFTs with legendary rarity are the most
powerful cards in the Operons Origin metaverse. Initially, only 5,000 NFT are available;
however, more NFTs will become available in the future.
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NFT Marketplace
Operon will develop an NFT marketplace where players can trade their NFTs. The NFT
marketplace will have an intuitive design; making it easy to use and accessible to any
player. The means of payment on the NFT marketplace will be ORO tokens, the native
token of the Operon Origins ecosystem. The NFT Marketplace will also function as an
auction place for limited edition NFTs. The marketplace has a 5% trading fee, which will
be used for marketing and partnerships to create ecosystem value.
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ORO token
The Operon Origins (ORO) token is the native utility token of the Operon Origins
ecosystem, which will be available on Decentralised and Centralised exchanges. Initially,
ORO tokens are being used to purchase NFTs; however, this will change after the first
5,000 NFTs, and zORO tokens will be used after that. The ORO tokens will be used as means
of payment for the NFT marketplace.

zORO

tokens

The zORO tokens are non-tradeable tokens that can be obtained through staking ORO
and playing the game. The utility of zORO tokens is the ability to buy NFTs.
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Tokenomics
TOKENS

PERCENTAGES

TGE ISSUANCE

UNLOCK DISTRIBUTION

Seed Round

7,500,000

7.50%

8% (TGE +60 minutes)

23% quarterly unlock

Private Round

16,000,000

16%

10% (TGE +60 minutes)

22.5% quarterly unlock

Private KOL Round

2,000,000

2%

10% (TGE +60 minutes)

22.5% quarterly unlock

Public Round

4,000,000

4%

33.33%

33.3% monthly unlock

Liquidity

10,000,000

10%

10%

10% monthly unlock
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23,500,000

23.50%

5% (TGE +60 minutes)

5% monthly unlock

Company Reserve

17,000,000

17%

0%

100% release after 18 months

Partners and Advisors

5,000,000

5%

0%

10% monthly unlock after
6 months

Team

15,000,000

15%

0%

20% monthly after 12 months

TOTAL

100,000,000

100.00%
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Tokenomics
Seed round 7.5%

16% Private round

Partners & Advisors 5%

4% Public round
Team 15%

2% kOL/Influencer

Total Supply
100,000,000

10% Liquidity

Company Reserve 17%
23.5% reward, marketing
& ecosystem
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COO
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CEO
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Lead Game
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Official links
https://operonorigins.com
https://twitter.com/OperonOrigins
https://t.me/operonorigins
https://medium.com/@operonorigins

